
Our Current Understanding of our Constitutional Judiciary System

If your job were to come up with a new design for a new government in 1776, how would your 
design prevent the natural tendency throughout human history of all governments trending 
towards tyranny?

From the start, whatever designs our Founders decided on, they knew they could not prevent 
tyranny because tyranny has as its primary root cause the basic human desire for more money, 
power, and control.  

That is to say, tyranny is rooted in basic human nature because of the strong desire in most 
humans for more money, power, and control. They also understood that ALL governments trend 
toward tyranny because most humans that run the government operations want more money, 
power, and control, both for themselves, their families, and their friends.

Since there was no practical way they could prevent tyranny, the next best thing they could do 
was to build into our Constitution the “Corrective Action Mechanism” (CAM) to stop and fully 
remove tyranny whenever and wherever it occurs. That implies, as a minimum, the CAM, for 
removing tyranny, must have the following characteristics:

1. The Corrective Action Mechanism(CAM) cannot in any way be dependent on approval, 
initiation, or support from any of the three branches of government.  Any corrective action  
mechanism would be seen as a permanent threat to the politicians and the bureaucrats and, 
therefore, would of necessity need to be properly placed outside all of the institutional branches 
of government.
2. The CAM must exist throughout the land so no matter where tyranny reared its ugly head, the 
local CAM could effectively remove the tyranny.
3. The mechanism must be one that is very difficult to usurp by any force, including all levels of 
domestic or international governments, political parties, any domestic or international 
corporations, any religious organizations, etc.
4. The mechanism must not be too complex. It must be simple enough for the average person in 
our society to understand and participate, if desired.
5. The mechanism should be one that has a proven record of working well over a long period of 
time, delivering an effective antidote to ANY unconstitutional behavior inside or outside of 
government.
6. The mechanism must have the highest level of political power in the whole system so it can 
effectively address tyranny at the highest level of the three branches of government.  

Therefore, the mechanism must reside outside any of the three branches of government, must 
be completely outside the control of any branch of government, and therefore must rest solely in 
the hands of We the People.

It's important to remember Jefferson's quote: "I know no safe depositary of the ultimate powers 
of the society but the people themselves; and if we think them not enlightened enough to 
exercise their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but to 
inform their discretion by education. This is the true corrective of abuses of constitutional 
power." -- Thomas Jefferson to William C. Jarvis, 1820. ME 15:278.



In addition to the fact there exists no evidence that any authority was ever delegated to any 
branch of the Federal government or any State government in any of our Constitutions to 
impanel and run our grand jury, it makes no sense that our Founders would make the key tool 
designed to remove tyranny to be in anyway dependent on any part of our corrupt tyrannical 
government for it to operate.

Logically, there can be no other solution than putting the ultimate corrective action mechanism 
into the hands of We the People!

Although our Founders did not invent the Grand Jury, by 1787 it had been around a long time 
and had proven over centuries itself worthy, even earning the title "Sureties of the Peace!"

The Founders, fully understanding how effective the grand jury was at addressing the root 
causes of ANY serious threat to the liberty of a free society, included the independent grand jury 
in the 5th amendment.

When combining the 5th amendment requirement for a presentment or indictment of a grand 
jury with "...no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise reexamined in any court ..." as stated in our 
7th amendment, we can understand that not only is the grand jury supreme to EVERYTHING, it 
is simply not reviewable. PERIOD!

References 

Below is the link to a downloadable (FREE) book published in 1914 in Glasgow, Scotland by 
author William McKechnie, titled The Magna Carta. It includes the words of the Magna Carta in 
multiple languages as well as commentary.

The commentary for Article 52 and Article 61 of Magna Carta that is very important as the 
foundation for our grand jury effort primarily because it clearly explains how the corrective action 
by the barons was to work. This commentary fits well with the grand jury work process, CIPIDD, 
described below, including a clear justification for the grand jury being made up primarily of the 
barons who were the opponents of the King, and the Distrain and Distress steps of the grand 
jury work process.

http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/mckechnie-magna-carta-a-commentary 

Additionally, a US Supreme Court decision in US v Williams (1992), Justice Antonin Scalia 
explains how our Grand Jury is not part of any of the three branches of our government:

http://www.nationallibertyalliance.org/files/supreme%20court%20cases/US%20v
%20Williams.pdf

See also Bill Thorton's 

https://www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/grandjuryrules.htm

We know from reading history, including the book The People's Panel, by Richard Younger 
(available to be read online), that during one of the darkest periods in our nation's development, 

http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/mckechnie-magna-carta-a-commentary
http://www.nationallibertyalliance.org/files/supreme%20court%20cases/US%20v%20Williams.pdf


during the industrial revolution, many of our major cities became corrupt and it was only We the 
People, using our grand juries, that we were able to effectively address the root causes and 
take correction action.

WHY IS GRAND JURY CALLED "THE SURETIES OF THE PEACE" ?

There are many reasons why the grand jury is called the "SURETIES of the peace" but certainly 
a primary reason is that within the borders of the county, the grand jury decisions are supreme.

For example, no politician, including even the President of the United States, can override a 
decision of the grand jury. No legislative body, including the Congress, the State legislature, and 
of course the Board of County Commissioners can override a decision by the grand jury. No 
court, including even the U.S. Supreme Court can override a decision by the grand jury of the 
county. This simply means that no one nor any group can impress their will on a county if the 
grand jury says no.

This leads to a society happily living by its own rules and customs so long as it observes the 
U.S. Constitution, the State Constitution, and the Common Law.

 

SUMMARY OF THE CONTEXT AND THE PROCESS OF THE GRAND JURY OUR 
FOUNDERS GAVE US

Our Constitutional Judiciary System includes:

• Trial of all crimes by jury, with no judge.  Article 3 Section 2 Clause 3 

• No role for judges except civil cases where value in controversy is less than $20.  7th 
Amendment

•
• No role for State Attorney's.   

• No for profit jails 
.  
• No corporate courts( all courts in Florida and owned and run by a corporation named 
JUDICIARY COURTS OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA  
.  
• No one to be held to account for a crime without a presentment or an indictment by a grand 

jury.
•
• No statute applies to We the People unless it is Constitutional 
• and until we volunteer to accept it. 

  

• We the People are in the jurisdiction of Common Law Court of Record.

We have learned some profound information, particularly that both the presentment and the 
indictment are the SOLE authority of the CLGJ. The language in the 5th amendment is very 



straightforward and clear.  Both instruments come from the grand jury, with NO role for any 
judge or State Attorney or prosecutor. This is the SUPREME LAW OF OUR LAND!!!

COMMON LAW GRAND JURY PROCESS

APPLICABLE LAW

The government must accept the Mgna Carta as common law if pleaded as such. Source: 
Confirmatio Cartarum, Article 1.  www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/cartarum.htm

Basic requirements and procedures for a common law grand jury: Source Magna Carta (1215) , 
Articles 52, 61. www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/Magna.htm#52.  www.1215.org/lawnotes/
lawnotes/magna.htm#61

HOW CONSTITUTED

Grand Jury members must be elected by the people ( not citizens) of the jurisdiction in which 
they are operating. They must be independent of government. Because We the People are the 
highest ranking sovereign , there are no rules defining a procedure for how jury members are 
elected. We the People decide, without any outside influence, how the grand jury is to be 
elected. Initially there must be 25 members.

Qualifications of Jurors

Jurors must be "people" of the jurisdiction and not "citizens" of the jurisdiction. By definition, 
citizens today are subjects of the corporation and only enjoy civil rights at the option of 
Congress. Citizens are not to be confused with the  free people known as We the People.
See www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/sovereign.htm

Each member must be sworn in and promise to observe all these rules and, so far as within his/
her power, cause the rules to be observed.

QUORUM

When the common law grand jury meets, if any are absent after being summoned , then those 
present constitute a quorum. All decisions of a grand jury are decided by majority vote of 
members present.

If any member dies or leaves the country, or in any other way is prevented from carrying out the 
grand jury decisions, the remaining grand jurors shall choose another to fill his place and he 
shall likewise be sworn in.

http://www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/Magna.htm#52
http://www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/magna.htm#61
http://www.1215.org/lawnotes/lawnotes/sovereign.htm


FINALITY OF DECISIONS

No decision of a grand jury is reviewable in any court of the government .

JURISDICTION

Any government transgression against anyone in any respect
Any government breaking articles of peace and security
Any dispute regarding anyone who has been diseased or removed, by the government without a 
legal sentence of his peers, from his lands, castles, liberties or lawful right.

DISPUTE SETTLEMENT 

If the grand jury is informed of any dispute regarding anyone who has been disseized or 
removed ( by the government without legal sentence of his peers) from his lands, castles, 
liberties, or lawful right, then the dispute shall be settled by the grand jury.

Within our Constitutional Judiciary System, our grand jury works according to the following 
process:

CIPIDD is simply an acronym to abbreviate the 6 steps of the work process of the Common Law 
Grand Jury:

C = COMPLAINT RECEIVED DIRECTLY FROM AN INJURED PARTY or MEMBER OF THE 
GRAND JURY

Victim or representative fills in standardized Complaint form with facts about the alleged crimes 
committed against the victim(s), what evidence supports the claim of the crimes and the 
damages, and lists any competent witnesses  
.  An administrator reviews the form and, if judged sufficiently completed, assigns a case 
number.  Administrators prioritize cases against all other complaints 
.  Administrators select the vital few highest priority cases to work.

I = INVESTIGATION BY ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATORS

Validate or confirm  the injury to the injured party.   
Validate or confirm the economic value of the injury, if appropriate.   
Validate or confirm the root cause(s) of the injury including laws violated  
Validate or confirm the Defendants connection to the root cause(s) of the injuries.  

P = PRESENTMENT OF CHARGES OF INJURIES OF VICTIM TO DEFENDANTS

Any of the 4 Administrators have been shown that because of the government,
   A) A transgression has occurred against any one in any respect, or



   B) Some one of the articles of peace or security has been broken

The 4 Administrators write a formal document called a Presentment describing the crimes or 
wrongs done and the damages that resulted. The Presentment must demand the government 
amend the errors without delay.

The Presentment is filed in person, with a clear record made, or by certified mail return-receipt 
into the Public Record (not the court record) at the Court Clerks office.  Copies are also 
delivered to each defendant by certified mail  return receipt as well. The Adiministrators always 
are advised to get two of each documents stamped by the Clerk, one for the public record and 
the other for the records of the Common Law Grand Jury.

Usually one of three outcomes can be expected from a Presentment:

1. Ideally, the defendants respond by immediately stopping the unlawful behavior and begin to 
restore the victims 

2. The defendants rebut the charges. If the rebutment is sufficient to change the decision of the 
CLGJ, the case is dropped. If the rebutment does not changes the decision of the CLGJ, 
then the case must go to trial before a petit 12 person jury

3. If no rebuttal nor corrective action to restore the victim within the 40-day period after delivery 
of the “Presentment", the defendants have acquiesced and admitted to the charges. Then 
the evidence file is updated and presented to the CLGJ and , after considering the evidence, 
a Default Judgement is filed and the CLGJ votes on a True Bill of Indictment

I= INDICTMENT OF NAMED DEFENDANTS

The Administrators updates the CLGJ with the evidence of no response by the accused, which 
means acquiescence and that the accused admits to the charges. The CLGJ then votes 
whether  to convert the Presentment into an True Bill of Indictment or not.  If the CLGJ votes a 
True Bill of Indictment, the Administrators file the Default Judgement, due to lack of response by 
the defendants within the 40 day period, and a separate True Bill of Indictment, both  into the 
Public Record in person or by certified mail return receipt and deliver copies to all defendants 
certified mail return receipt.

Because the CLGJ files the True Bills into the public record, this filing represents the "public and 
speedy trial " called for in our 6th amendment.

The vote to issue the True Bill of Indictment causes the Administrators to take responsibility to 
attempt to restore the victim by the following: 

Create the Ledger of damages suffered by the victim. For economic damages use court 
precedents and for damages other than economic, use the fines and penalties spelled out in the 
U.S. And State Criminal Codes.

D= ORDER TO DISTRAIN

An Order to Distrain encumbers all property and assets available, including real estate, financial 
assets, salaries and paychecks, etc., of defendants and spouses. The Claim of Distrain with the 



Ledger of damages to victim(s) attached is filed into the public record and utilized in the 
insurance claim filed against the surety bonds. Also, the Claim of Distrain is filed as an 
attachment to the real estate of the criminals in the county property records wherever the real 
estate property exists.

From Article 61 of the Magna Carta.

Before moving to Warrant to Distress, the Claim of Distrain with the ledger of the damages to 
the victim us presented to the surety bond insurance companies as a claim against the public 
officials surety bonds. After the insurance company has done its due diligence on the claim, they 
must pay the damages and then collect from the criminal public officials. All public officials in 
Florida must have surety bonds and the public officials have pledged their assets to reimburse 
the surety bond insurance company if the insurance company has to pay a claim. Additionally, 
we expect any remaining surety bonds to be pulled from the individual and the public official will 
have to therefore leave office because a surety bond is a requirement to hold public office in 
Florida.

D= ORDER TO DISTRESS

Like the bees attacking the " defendant" who disturbed their nest, the CLGJ using a Warrant of 
Distress so that the Administrators will mobilize We the People , that is the whole community,  to 
take enough of defendants assets to restore the victim.

If necessary, Administrators advertise the upcoming auction of the defendants assets, hold an 
auction, use proceeds to restore the victims, and return any unused assets to the defendant(s).

LIMITATIONS OF POWERS

The common law grand jury may not imprison or execute any government personnel or their 
children.

PUBLIC SUPPORT

Anyone ( people or citizens) who chooses to help enforce the common law grand jury decision 
must first swear that he/she will obey the mandates of the grand jury, and that with them to the 
extent of his power he will impose the grand jury's decisions upon the government.

The authority to support the grand jury is pre-authorized by the government.

If anyone refuses to support a grand jury decision, the government will force him to swear his 
support of the grand jury.

LIMITATIONS ON GOVERNMENT

The government is prohibited from doing anything to diminish the effect of the grand jury.

If the government does prohibit or diminish the effectiveness of the grand jury, it shall be vain 
and invalid and may not be used in any later proceedings by the government or anyone else.



TERMINATION OF ENFORCEMENT

When all issues are settled to the satisfaction of the common law grand jury, things shall return 
to normal as they were before. No grudges.
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